The discovery of piezophiles (previously referred to as barophiles) prompted researchers to investigate the survival strategies they employ in high-pressure environments. There have been innovative high-pressure studies on biological processes applying modern techniques of genetics and molecular biology in bacteria and yeasts as model organisms. Recent advanced studies in this field have shown unexpected outcomes in microbial growth, physiology and survival when living cells are subjected to high hydrostatic pressure. The effects are conceptually dependent on the sign and magnitude of volume changes associated with any chemical reaction in the cells. Nevertheless, it is difficult to explain the pressure effects on complex metabolic networks based on a simple volume law. The challenges in piezophysiology are to discover whether the physiological responses of living cells to high pressure are relevant to their growth and to identify the critical factors in cell viability and lethality under high pressure from the general and organism-specific viewpoints.
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The majority of the biosphere is occupied by the oceans, with an average depth of 3,800 m, and hence various marine organisms are subjected to a pressure of 38 megapascals (MPa), approximately 380-fold greater than atmospheric pressure, which is nearly equal to 0.1 MPa = 1 bar = 0.9869 atm = 1.0197 kg of force/cm 2 ; to avoid confusion, MPa is used throughout. In terms of volume occupied, the majority of the biosphere is composed of high-pressure environments, although we do not sufficiently understand the effects of high pressure on in vivo and in vitro biological systems. There is growing interest in understanding microbes and potential applications of them in these extreme environments that have significant impacts on them. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] In addition to this interest in deep-sea life, high-pressure treatment of food has been studied as a novel technique to pasteurize food without a heating process, and an increasing number of food products treated under high pressure have been commercialized. [6] [7] [8] [9] High hydrostatic pressures, in the range of several dozen MPa, are generally assumed to be nonlethal but exert adverse effects on the growth of organisms that are adapted to atmospheric pressure. 2, 4, 10) Those effects depend not only on the magnitude but also on the duration of pressure applied in combination with temperature, pH, oxygen supply and composition of culture media. Accordingly, the effects are very complex, making interpretation difficult. It is also difficult to perform genetic manipulations, e.g., gene disruption, overexpression and site-directive mutagenesis on microorganisms occurring in natural environments or foodstuffs. To date, complete genome sequencing projects have been completed for more than 400 microbial species. Among these, model organisms such as the bacteria Escherichia coli (http://www.genome. wisc.edu/) and Bacillus subtilis (http://genolist.pasteur. fr/SubtiList/), and the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (http://www.yeastgenome.org/) and the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe (http://www. genedb.org/genedb/pombe/) are useful as powerful genetic tools readily available for analysis. Although these organisms are mesophiles, systematic analysis using them might make great contributions to obtaining a more complete picture of the effects of high pressure on living cells. One of the practical limitations in cultivating microorganisms over an extended period at high pressure is the supply of oxygen when aerobes are placed in closed hydrostatic chambers. S. cerevisiae is a facultative anaerobe and thus a useful model organism in this experimental situation. The yeast genome encodes approximately 6,000 genes, including more than 4,800 non-essential ones. Recent large-scale phenotypic screening of the S. cerevisiae gene-deletion library has revealed numerous unexpected genes and metabolic pathways that are involved in tolerance of environmental stresses. 11, 12) Recent advances in investigation regarding the effects of high pressure are reviewed with respect to microbial growth and physiology highlighting achievements using S. cerevisiae. Some results in higher eukaryotes are expected to provide clues to the understanding of microbial life under high pressure and hence they are also included. The physiology, genetics, applications and phylogenetics of deep-sea piezophiles have been reviewed elsewhere. [3] [4] [5] 13, 14) 
I. Principle of the Effects of Hydrostatic Pressure on Equilibria and Reactions
Although the effects of temperature on physiological and biochemical process have been studied intensively, that of pressure has not been sufficiently investigated, and remarkable and interesting phenomena induced by pressure are little known as compared with those due to temperature. The application of pressure yields a fundamental physical parameter in any reaction, that is, volume change. The two following equations describe the effect of hydrostatic pressure on an equilibrium A $ B and a reaction A ! B, respectively:
ð@ ln K=@pÞ T ¼ ÀÁV=RT ð1Þ
where K is the equilibrium constant, k the rate constant, p pressure (MPa), T absolute temperature (K), and R the gas constant (ml MPa K À1 mol À1 ). ÁV is the difference between the final and initial volumes in the entire system at equilibrium (reaction volume), including the solute and the surrounding solvent. ÁV 6 ¼ is the apparent volume change in activation (activation volume), representing the difference in volume between the reactants and the transition state. The direction and degree of pressure effects on any reaction are governed by the sign and the magnitude of the volume change. When a reaction is accompanied by a volume increase, it is inhibited by increasing pressure. When a reaction is accompanied by a volume decrease, it is facilitated by increasing pressure. A definite distinction between pressure and temperature is that temperature simply accelerates reactions as defined by the Arrhenius equation, whereas pressure accelerates, inhibits, or does not affect reactions depending on the sign and the magnitude of the ÁV and ÁV 6 ¼ values. Table 1 lists the cellular processes and structures generally impaired by high hydrostatic pressure. In many mesophilic microorganisms, cell growth is retarded by hydrostatic pressures in the range of several dozen MPa and is completely inhibited at about 50 MPa. 4) Pressures greater than 200 MPa kill most microorganisms and can be used to preserve foodstuffs. [6] [7] [8] E. coli cells are known to become filamentous with multiple nuclei when growing cells are exposed to pressures of 40-50 MPa. Filamentous growth of E. coli is not usually observed at pressures greater than 50 MPa although the extent of filamentation varies among E. coli strains. 15, 16) Filamentous growth of E. coli is observed only in media containing nutrients, not in nutrient-free media such as phosphate buffer. Hence, this is assumed to occur under high-pressure conditions that allow biosynthesis of DNA, RNA and proteins in the absence of septum formation and cell division 17) (see following section). Cell growth of the yeast S. cerevisiae is also inhibited by increasing hydrostatic pressure, but no report has found filamentous growth of any yeast strain under high-pressure conditions. It is widely recognized that cell growth in organisms is inhibited by pressure. Nevertheless, the mechanism by which high pressure affects cellular functions is unclear. Protein synthesis is notably susceptible to high pressure. 18) In particular, uncharged ribosomes (ribosomes without mRNA and tRNA) are markedly dissociated at pressure greater than 60 MPa in in vitro experiments. 19) This is because the dissociation of uncharged ribosomes is accompanied by a large negative volume change. Dissociation of ribosomes has been shown to limit cell viability at higher pressures (see following section). One might assume that dissociation of ribosomes is the factor limiting cell growth at high pressures. However, the uptake of amino acids is also notably susceptible to high hydrostatic pressure. 20) Consequently, proteins cannot be synthesized without a supply of amino acids. The susceptibility of amino acid uptake to high pressure is attributable to impaired targeting of amino acid permease/transporter proteins to the cell surface. Regardless of the magnitude, hydrostatic pressure affects all intracellular reactions governed by Pascal's law, making it difficult to identify the specific target of high pressure. Hence, systematic genetic analysis is necessary. Cell viability is commonly evaluated in terms of colony forming units (CFUs), i.e., cell proliferation ability, after exposure to a specific pressure for a specific period. Viability after high-pressure treatment varies with natural isolates of E. coli, 21) but the CFU does not always mean cell viability, because high-pressure treatment sometimes produces injured cells which are alive but not detectable by the colony-counting method after treatment. Recent results indicate that post-incubation time and temperature after high-pressure treatment dramatically affect recovery and hence viability. 22) Immediately after the treatment, no colonies were observed on the nutrient agar plate, indicating no viable cells conventionally. In addition, the cells in the nutrient-free media treated under high pressure (500-600 MPa for 10 min) and incubated at 4 C for up to 120 h were not detected by the colony-counting method. However, after the samples treated under high pressure were placed in an incubator at 25 C, colonies started to form, and finally the number of cells reached the initial CFU. This indicates recovery of the cells but proliferation after a temperature shift from 4 C to 25 C, because the cells were suspended in nutrient-free medium, which does not allow bacteria to proliferate. 22) Hence, it is necessary to analyze the details of recovery kinetics after high-pressure treatment not only for the purpose of food preservation but also to evaluate the effects of high pressure in different experimental systems. Recovery of cells after high-pressure treatment was also reported in pathogenic and spoilage bacteria found in broth, milk and ground pork. [23] [24] [25] 
II. General Effects of High Hydrostatic Pressure in Microorganisms

III. Recent Advanced Studies of the Effects of High Pressure on Bacteria
Pressure-induced filamentous growth of E. coli was first reported by Zobell and Cobet 15, 16) and has recently been confirmed by other investigators. [26] [27] [28] FtsZ, a GTPase with a weak sequence homology to eukaryotic tubulins, polymerizes to form the FtsZ ring and plays a role in bacterial cell division. Polymerization of the FtsZ ring in vitro is inhibited under a pressure of 50 MPa, corresponding to the occurrence of filamentous growth. 26) Like the association of intracellular macromolecules such as ribosomes, depolymerization of the FtsZ ring is likely to be accompanied by a large negative volume change, and hence it can be attributed to filamentous growth of E. coli under pressures of 40-50 MPa. Meanwhile, filamentous cell growth is observed at 0.1 MPa after transient higher-pressure treatments at 75-100 MPa. 27, 28) Treatment of E. coli cells at a higher pressure of 75 MPa for 30 min does not readily cause any morphological changes. 27) However, after releasing the pressure, the cells start to elongate, and the filamentous morphology is maintained for up to 90 min during culture at 0.1 MPa. The filamentous morphological change is independent of SulA, an inhibitor of FtsZ polymerization. Therefore, pressure treatment at 75 MPa could cause denaturation of some populations of FtsZ molecules. On the other hand, Aertsen and Michiels reported that an E. coli mutant lacking Lon protease displayed hyperfilamentation after a pressure treatment at 100 MPa for 15 min. 28) Interestingly, the lon sulA double mutant no more displayed filamentous growth under the same experimental conditions, indicating that filamentous growth of the lon mutant is SulA-dependent. Therefore, filamentation of E. coli cells after higherpressure treatment involves both SulA-dependent and SulA-independent mechanisms.
An in vitro study of E. coli RNA polymease indicated that transcriptional elongation is retarded by high hydrostatic pressure with an apparent activation volume of 55-65 ml/mol. 29) RNA polymerase of the deep-sea piezophile Shewanella violacea is more resistant to high pressure than that of E. coli, possibly due to stabilization the RNA polymerase complex by the 70 factor. 30) It has been found that a pressure of 54.6 MPa induces a unique stress response in E. coli with higher expression of heatshock proteins (Hsps) and cold-shock proteins (Csps), as well as many proteins that appear only in response to high pressure. 31) Among these, DnaK and GroEL, which are molecular chaperones, are induced at 54.6 MPa 31) High hydrostatic pressure facilitates the exposure of hydrophobic residues to solvents during unfolding of some kinds of proteins. Although pressure-induced protein unfolding is not evident in living E. coli cells, the presumed unfolded proteins may be substrates for DnaK and GroEL. There is a possibility that the transcription factor 32 is induced by high pressure, or that DnaK as a putative cellular thermometer may also function as a cellular pressure sensor, mediated by selfphosphorylation or some other structural alteration. Screening of the relevant promoters using a random library of genomic fragments fused to a promoterless green fluorescent protein identified three pressureinducible promoters of genes, dnaK, lon and clpPX 32) during recovery after high-pressure treatment for 15 min. These genes are marginally induced by subjecting the cells to a pressure of 75 MPa, but they are substantially induced at a higher pressure of 150 MPa. The heat-shock proteins encoded by these genes prevent cellular damage and/or aid recovery after high-pressure treatment. Some studies have found a correlation between heat and high-pressure resistance among natural isolates of E. coli 21) and mutant isolates of E. coli and Listeria monocytogenes screened after highpressure treatment. 33, 34) Membrane damage is one of the main causes of high-pressure induced cell death, but the nature of the damage and its relation to cell death differ among species and phases of growth. 35) Using a promoterless alkaline phosphatase as a reporter of oxidative stress, high hydrostatic pressure was found to be analogous to cytoplasmic oxidative stress in E. coli. 36) Mutants defective in the catalysis of peroxide (katE, katF and oxyR) and in that of superoxide (sodAB and soxS) exhibit remarkable high-pressure sensitivity. Pretreatment of E. coli cells at 250 MPa enhances sensitivity to subsequent treatment with drugs that produce reactive oxygen species (ROSs) such as tbutylhydroperoxide or plumbagin. 36) The induction of oxidative stress by high pressure is a consequence of an imbalance between anabolism and catabolism, leading to the production of ROS. Therefore, pressure-induced cell death is likely to relate to oxidation-induced death to a fairly large extent.
In a genome-wide transcriptional analysis using a DNA microarray, many genes were affected by pressures of 30 or 50 MPa. Among 4,300 open reading frames (ORFs) encoded by the E. coli genome, the expression of 469 and 313 genes was altered when the logarithmically growing cells were cultured at 30 MPa and 50 MPa, respectively. 37) However, mRNA levels of Hsp and Csp genes did not increase but rather decreased under high pressure. This is attributable to the general properties of Hsps and Csps, because these proteins are transiently induced by stress, but their levels return to the steady-state level over time.
Translation is one the most pressure-sensitive processes in cells. It has been demonstrated using lightscattering analysis that ribosomes dissociate in vitro under high pressure. 19) While ribosomes associated with both mRNA and tRNA show perfect stability at high pressures, up to 100 MPa, uncharged ribosomes begin to dissociate at 60 MPa in in vitro experiments. 19) Ribosome dissociation in vivo has been analyzed using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 38) DSC allows the detection in a system of dramatic structural changes that are accompanied by large enthalpy changes (thermal energy). A decrease in ribosome-associated enthalpy was observed in cells after exposure to high pressure. This indicates that ribosomes are inevitably dissociated in vivo under high pressure. A correlation was observed between loss of cell viability and decreases in ribosomeassociated enthalpy in cells subjected to pressures of 50-250 MPa for 20 min. 38) In this resepect, cell viability is closely associated with the integrity of ribosomes at high hydrostatic pressure.
Listeria monocytogenes is a food-borne human pathogen, and sterilization of the cells has been attempted using high-pressure treatment.
39) The efficiency of sterilization is affected by pH and the solute concentration of the cell suspension. The presence of 3% NaCl significantly increases the viability of L. monocytogenes due to increased accumulation of compatible solutes such as glycine betaine and L-carnitine in the cells. 40) However, the addition of NaCl is no longer effective in a mutant defective in the uptake of compatible solutes. 40) Hence, sterilization of food containing high concentrations of salts will probably prove to be difficult. In addition, enhanced levels of Csps induced at 10 C have a dramatic protective effect on L. monocytogenes cells against high-pressure treatment at 300 MPa for 20 min. 41) High concentrations of sucrose have a protective effect against lethal levels of hydrostatic pressure in E. coli 42) and Lactococcus lactis (piezotolerance). 43, 44) Piezotolerance is inducible in Lactococcus sanfranciscensis by preincubation under hydrostatic pressure, cold or osmotic shock, and acidity. 45) Spores of Bacillus species are germinated by a variety of stimuli including nutrients, some chemicals and mechanical treatments such as abrasion and high pressure. [46] [47] [48] Nutrients trigger the receptors GerA, GerB and GerK in the inner membrane of the spore, followed by release of the Ca 2þ -dipicolinic acid (DPA) depot and activation of enzymes CwlJ and SleB. 48) Pressures of 100-300 MPa activate the nutrient receptors whereas higher pressures of 500-800 MPa release the Ca 2þ -DPA depot. 46, 49, 50) The results of these studies give new insight into the mechanism of spore germination as well as contributions to food processing technology by high-pressure treatment. Table 2 lists the occurrence of yeast physiology and survival under high hydrostatic pressure. It has been found that the ability of S. cerevisiae cells to grow at moderate pressure in the range of 15-25 MPa is directly connected with auxotrophy for tryptophan and the availability of this amino acid (see below). 51) Growth is arrested at pressures greater than 50 MPa regardless of the amino acid auxotrophy of the strain. Pressures in a range of 100 to 200 MPa kill cells of S. cerevisiae by disrupting the ultrastructure of microtubules, actin filaments or nuclear membranes. [52] [53] [54] Pressures greater than 200 MPa cause leakage of internal substrates and ions from the cells. 55, 56) High pressure also induces cytoplasmic petite mutations 57) and tetraploid or homozygous diploid forms. 58) S. pombe is more susceptible to high pressure than S. cerevisiae. 53) Even at 50 MPa, cell cycle-specific actin distribution is lost in S. pombe, whereas distribution is not affected in S. cerevisiae by high-pressure treatments of up to 100 MPa for 10 min. 53) In higher eukaryotic cells, oligomerization of F-actin is a typical pressure-sensitive process that is accompanied by a large positive volume change. 59) Compressed gases have significant inhibitory effects on yeast growth depending on the type of gas. While nitrogen and argon retard a growth in range of 20-35 MPa, oxygen, nitrous oxide and air inhibit growth at pressures of less than 1 MPa probably due to oxidative stress. 60) Exposure of yeast cells to temperatures higher than the optimum for growth (e.g., 42 C) enhances the synthesis of Hsps and the metabolism of trehalose. 61) Then the cells acquire the ability to survive under lethally high temperatures (e.g., 50 C) as well as under other stressful conditions. Among the many Hsps, the molecular chaperone Hsp104 plays an essential role in acquired tolerance by unfolding denatured intracellular proteins in an ATP-dependent manner. 62) Similarly, heat-shock treatment confers on cells a dramatic piezotolerance 100-to 1000-fold higher than that of untreated cells against lethal levels of hydrostatic pressure. 63) After high-pressure treatment, Hsp104 proteins are associated with an insoluble protein fraction. 64, 65) Hence, Hsp104 is likely to contribute to the unfolding of proteins denatured by high pressure in the cells. The deletion mutant for HSP104 fails to acquire heat shock-inducible piezotolerance, and hence unfolding of cellular proteins could be one of the reasons for high-pressure-induced loss of yeast cell viability. 64) Hsc70 also has a role in piezotolerance in S. cerevisiae.
IV. Recent Advanced Studies Involving Mechanisms of Piezotolerance in Yeasts
66) Treatment of cells with moderate concentrations of H 2 O 2 or ethanol, or with cold shock, also increases the piezotolerance of S. cerevisiae.
67)
Trehalose is a nonreducing disaccharide known to protect proteins, membranes and other macromolecules in cells against various stresses. This disaccharide has a role in the piezotolerance of yeast by preventing the formation of protein aggregates and promoting the refolding activity of Hsp104. 61) While yeast mutants defective in the accumulation of trehalose are susceptible to increasing pressure, 64) a mutant lacking neutral trehalase Nth1 that catalyzes the hydrolysis of one trehalose molecule producing two glucose molecules also displays susceptibility to high pressure. 68) Neutral trehalase is required for recovery only after highpressure treatment and is not required during treatment. Accordingly, glucose is likely to be required as an energy source for recovery from pressure-induced damage. Trehalose affects the hydration of biological molecules in living cells. It would be worthwhile to investigate the localization of trehalose in cells and how it facilitates the hydration of intracellular biological molecules influencing cell survival under high hydrostatic pressure.
V. Expression and Disruption of HSP Genes
A subset of HSP genes was systematically analyzed to understand their roles in high-pressure growth as to expression and disruption. 69) Of the 17 HSPs and their related genes, HSP104, HSP10 and HSP78 are upregulated by 3-to 4-fold at a nonlethal pressure level of 25 MPa as compared with cells cultured at 0.1 MPa, whereas HSP26 and HSP31 are downregulated by about 2-fold. 69) While the cellular functions of proteins encoded by these genes have been reported in other experimental systems at 0.1 MPa, the mechanism by which high pressure activates the transcription of these genes and their roles in growth and/or survival of cells at high pressure are still unclear. The functions of the HSP genes were analyzed to identify the genes responsible for high-pressure growth. 69) Upon the loss of HSP31, cell growth is significantly retarded at a pressure 70) In general, a pressure of 25 MPa is not significantly high and it does not affect the conformation of soluble proteins as far as has been investigated in vitro. Therefore, some membrane proteins may be misfolded during de novo protein synthesis in the endoplasmic reticulum at 25 MPa and such misfolded proteins may be catalyzed by the presumed Hsp31 chaperone. It was found recently that preincubation of S. cerevisiae cells at 50 MPa for 1 h rendered piezotolerance against subsequent treatment with a lethal level of pressure at 200 MPa for 30 min. 71) Transcription factors Msn2 and Msn4 have a role in acquired piezotolerance as well as in induction of HSP12.
VI. Genome-Wide Gene Expression in Response to High Pressure
Genome-wide expression profiles under a pressure of 30 MPa under which yeast can grow were characterized in S. cerevisiae using DNA microarray hybridization. 72) Of the 5,721 ORFs analyzed, 366 genes were upregulated by more than 2-fold and 253 genes were downregulated by more than 2-fold. According to the functional categories of the Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences (http://mips.gsf.de/), the ratio of induced genes (induced genes/number of genes in each category) was high in the categories of stress response and metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids and amino acids. 72) Induction of INO1, OPI3, PST1, RTA1, SED1, PRM5 and POX1 that are involved in biosynthesis and the formation of membrane structure has been confirmed by RT-PCR. An inconsistency exists observed between Iwahashi et al. 72) and Miura et al. in their results on HSP gene expression 69) This could be attributed to differences in the genetic backgrounds of the strains empolyed and/or culture conditions. Genome-wide gene expression profiles were also analyzed in cells exposed to pressures which did not allow yeast cell growth at 180 MPa and 4 C or 40 MPa and 4 C. During recovery after the treatments, transcription of genes categorized into energy metabolism, cell defense and protein metabolism was highly upregulated. 73) A hierarchical clustering analysis in genomewide gene expressions in response to various stresses indicates that growth-nonpermissive pressures are analogous to the treatment of cells with detergents such as SDS or LAS (sodium n-dodecyl benzene sulfonate). Both high hydrostatic pressure and low temperature are known to order membranes and decrease their fluidity. 74, 75) Hence, membrane perturbation caused by either high hydrostatic pressure or the detergents might have a direct influence on gene expression on the genome-wide level. Upon exposing cells to a lethal pressure of 200 MPa for 30 min, genes involved in stress defense and carbohydrate metabolism were highly upregulated while genes involved in cell cycle progression and protein synthesis were downregulated.
76)
VII. Pressure-Induced Intracellular Acidification in Yeast
Regulation of the cytoplasmic pH neutral level is important for appropriate enzymatic activities and many biological functions in most organisms. In yeast, the plasma membrane H þ -ATPase, Pma1, plays an essential role in cytoplasmic pH homeostasis by pumping out protons accumulated in the cytoplasm.
77) The yeast cell has a large acidic compartment, the vacuole, with an internal pH of around 6.0. Acidic vacuolar pH is maintained through the function of vacuolar H þ -ATPase (V-H þ -ATPase) on the vacuolar membrane by pumping in protons.
78) The cytoplasmic pH and vacuolar pH of cells were individually analyzed using pH-sensitive fluorescent dyes, 5-(and 6-) carboxy SNARF-1 and 6-caroboxyfluorescein, respectively, in a hydrostatic-pressure chamber with transparent windows. High pressures in a range from 40 to 60 MPa decreased the cytoplasmic pH by about 0.3 units, which would significantly decrease the activity of phosphofructokinase, a key enzyme in glycolysis. 79) Pressures in this range also decrease vacuolar pH by 0.3-0.5 units. [79] [80] [81] Internal acidification is attributable to the production of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) through ethanol fermentation. CO 2 is easily soluble in water; at 0.1 MPa more than 99% of aqueous CO 2 exists as dissolved gas and less than 1% exists as carbonic acid, H 2 CO 3 , which partly dissociates to give H þ , HCO 3 À and CO 3 2À . The reaction volume (ÁV) of the reaction H 2 CO 3 ! H þ + HCO 3 À is negative (À26:0 ml/mol), which means that the dissociation of the weak acid is promoted by increasing hydrostatic pressure. Similarly, glycolytic intermediates such as sugar monophosphate can release protons at high pressure due to equilibrium shifts. Accordingly, a large number of protons is likely to accumulate in the cytoplasm under high-pressure conditions. To maintain a favorable cytoplasmic pH, the yeast vacuole is assumed to serve as a proton sequestrant under high hydrostatic pressure. 79, 81) Pressures of 30-50 MPa enhance the activity of intracellular non-specific esterases although the relation to pressure-induced internal acidification is unknown.
82) The findings so far suggest that chemical reactions involving abundant intracellular low molecular-weight compounds should be examined to elucidate the physiological responses of living organisms to increased hydrostatic pressure, since these changes can affect the outcome of pressure effects.
VIII. Tryptophan Availability Limits Yeast Cell Growth under Moderate Pressure Conditions
It has been found that the uptake of tryptophan is the limiting factor in yeast cell growth under moderate hydrostatic pressures. Experimental wild-type S. cerevisiae strains (e.g., YPH499 and W303-1A) usually have several nutrient auxotrophic markers such as trp1 (tryptophan), leu2 (leucine), lys2 (lysine), his3 (histidine), ade2 (adenine) or ura3 (uracil) for the selection of plasmid-bearing transformants. Regardless of other forms of auxotrophy, trp1 cells exhibit marked growth defects at 15-25 MPa due to reduced tryptophan uptake activity under high hydrostatic pressure, while tryptophan-prototrophic strains are capable of growth under the same condition. 51) In any case, the cells are completely viable. Consequently, trp1 cells accumulate in the G 1 phase of the cell cycle at 15-25 MPa. This phenomenon offers a unique method to synchronize the cell cycle of S. cerevisiae using moderate high-pressure treatment. Any factor that leads to increased tryptophan availability enables trp1 cells to grow at high pressure: The addition of excess tryptophan to the medium (e.g., 1 g/liter), introduction of the TRP1 gene or overexpression of tryptophan permease Tat1 or Tat2 confers the ability to grow at 25 MPa on trp1 cells. 51) Overexpression of Tat2 or Tat1 also confers the ability to grow at a low temperature 15 C. 51) The abilities to grow at high pressure and at low temperature converge on the physicochemical properties of lipid bilayers. The structure of lipid bilayers is particularly sensitive to changes in hydrostatic pressure and temperature. 83) In artificial lipid bilayers such as dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine, the temperature for the main transition (T m ) from the ripple gel (P 0 ) phase to the liquid crystalline (L ) phase is 41.6 C at atmospheric pressure but T m increases to 66 C at 100 MPa. 84) Increasing the pressure as well as decreasing the temperature enhances the order of hydrocarbon chains and decreases membrane fluidity. Even though biological membranes do not exhibit a clear phase transition, the membranes are inevitably ordered by increasing pressure or by decreasing temperature. 74, 75) In this sense, tryptophan uptake by yeast cells is sensitive to decreases in membrane fluidity caused either by high pressure or low temperature.
IX. Isolation of High-Pressure Growth Mutants in Yeast
Mutants capable of growth at high pressure have been isolated from tryptophan-auxotrophic strain YPH499 to characterize the phenotype and clone the corresponding genes to understand the regulation of tryptophan permease under high-pressure conditions. 20) The mutants are designated high-pressure growth (HPG) mutants. All HPG mutants have acquired the ability to grow at low temperatures of [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] C and at pressures of 25-30 MPa. 20) The HPG mutants are classified into four semidominant linkage groups designated HPG1, HPG2, HPG3 and HPG4. The HPG1 and HPG2 genes have been successfully identified. 20, 85) 
X. Regulation of Tryptophan Permeases by the Ubiquitin System in Response to High Pressure
Ubiquitination is a selective degradation system of cellular proteins in eukaryotes. After ubiquitin molecules are covalently bound to target proteins, the ubiquitinated proteins are delivered to the proteasome or the vacuoles for degradation. 86, 87) HPG1 appears to be allelic to RSP5, which encodes Rsp5 ubiquitin ligase. 20) The four HPG1 mutation sites are located in the catalytic HECT (homologous to E6-AP C-terminus) domain of Rsp5. 20) While tryptophan permeases Tat1 and Tat2 are degraded in a ubiquitination-dependent manner in wild-type cells exposed to a pressure of 25 MPa, the HPG1 mutations remarkably stabilize the permeases. 20) Consequently, the HPG1 mutant is capable of growth under pressure. Another high-pressure growth gene, HPG2, is allelic to TAT2. 85) When yeast cells are treated with rapamycin, an immunosuppressive agent, or are starved of nutrients, degradation of Tat2 is initiated by covalent binding of ubiquitin molecules to the 29th and/or 31st lysine at the N-terminal tail of the Tat2 protein.
88) The HPG2 mutation sites are located in the regulatory domains of the N-and C-terminal tails of the Tat2 protein.
85) The amino acid substitutions are likely to interfere with ubiquitination on the 29th and/or 31st lysine by Rsp5 ubiquitin ligase. Consequently, the mutant forms of Tat2 are stabilized, leading to highpressure growth of HPG2 cells.
Ubiquitinated proteins undergo deubiquitination for recycling of ubiquitin prior to breakdown by the proteasomes or in the vacuoles. Deubiquitination is catalyzed by ubiquitin-specific proteases (Ubps). Of the 17 potential Ubps encoded by the yeast genome, Doa4 (Ubp4), Ubp6 and Ubp14 appear to be involved in the degradation of Tat2. Disruption of one of the three UBP genes stabilizes Tat2 at high pressure, and consequently the disruptants exhibit high-pressure growth at 25 MPa. 89) It is still unclear whether these ubiquitin-specific proteases directly or indirectly affect the ubiquitinated state of Tat2 in the plasma membrane and within the endocytic pathways.
In this manner, if tryptophan-auxotrophic strains are used to isolate high-pressure growth mutants, the corresponding mutations will frequently occur with proteins involved in the degradation of Tat2. Using this approach, any factor affecting the stabilization of Tat2 through ubiquitination can be evaluated by examining high-pressure growth against the genetic background of tryptophan auxotrophy.
XI. Probing for Dynamic Tryptophan Import Using Hydrostatic Pressure
As described above, the effects of hydrostatic pressure on enzymatic reactions are interpreted within the framework of the simplest kinetic mechanism in which the transition state presents the highest energy barrier, and the chemical transformation of substrate to product is considered to be a singule rate-limiting step. Equation 2 represents a quantitative estimation of the effect of pressure. The activation volumes associated with tryptophan import through the tryptophan permeases Tat1 and Tat2 were determined. Notably, there was a significant difference in the activation volume for tryptophan import between Tat1 and Tat2, which is 89.3 ml/ mol and 50.8 ml/mol, respectively. 20) This means that increasing hydrostatic pressure dramatically impairs tryptophan uptake by both permeases, and that the effect is more severe in Tat1. In other words, Tat1 undergoes a more dramatic conformational change than Tat2 upon tryptophan import.
The localization of Tat1 and Tat2 to specific lipid microdomains has been analyzed. Although these permeases have high homology in their primary structures, Tat1 exists in tight and ordered lipid microdomains, rafts, whereas Tat2 exists in disordered fluid domains, nonrafts.
20) The rafts are characterized by the constituents, sphingolipid and ergosterol (cholesterol in the case of animal cells), and are enriched in the plasma membrane.
90) The remarkable difference between the two permeases in the activation volume (89.3 ml/mol and 50.8 ml/mol, respectively) is accounted for by the difference in the volume of the initial states, i.e., the initial volume of Tat1 is likely to be smaller than that of Tat2. This explanation is consistent with the finding that Tat1 is localized in the highly ordered lipid phase in which the volume is small, whereas Tat2 is localized in the disordered phase in which the volume is large. A pioneering work demonstrated that the order of lipid bilayers affects the hydrolytic activity of pig kidney Na þ ,K þ -ATPase, although the lipid raft model had not yet been proposed. 91) ATPase activity is accompanied by a smaller activation volume (ÁV 6 ¼ ¼ 53 ml/mol) when the membrane is disordered under low-pressure conditions (0.1 to 24 MPa). Meanwhile, the activity is accompanied by a higher ÁV 6 ¼ (83 ml/mol) when the membrane structure is ordered under higher-pressure conditions (pressure > 24 MPa). 91) There is a striking similarity between lipid order and the activation volume in these quite different experimental systems. Therefore, to elucidate the dynamics of membrane proteins in living cells, hydrostatic pressure is an attractive tool for probing lipid microdomains and the proteins resident in membranes by measurement of their activation volumes.
XII. Future Perspectives
Exploiting genomic information and powerful tools for genetic manipulation in bacteria and yeasts has accelerated investigations into the effects of high hydrostatic pressure in a broad range of experimental fields including physiology, biochemistry, molecular genetics and food science. Further understanding of the effects of high pressure will be achieved by introducing highthroughput techniques to traditional biochemical and genetic studies. In addition, a more mechanistic view will be provided by combinations with biophysical techniques. Using hydrostatic pressure as a physicochemical parameter, piezophysiology will reveal novel biological phenomena that are accompanied by large volume changes, not only in bacteria and yeasts but also in a variety of organisms. Currently, we do not understand the principles of the effects of high pressure on metabolic pathways or how to deal with the complex outcomes of the alterations caused by high pressure. Breakthrough will come based on detailed descriptions of experimental conditions and results, and cooperative interaction among investigators in high-pressure biosciences regardless of their objectives or types of target organisms.
